
Parent Consent Form G.E.T. Behind the Wheel Driving School

I and my family members, including the student driver participating in driving lessons,
understand that GET Behind the Wheel Driving School is fully insured and bonded and is
licensed with the State of California DMV Occupational Licensing entity to provide driver’s
training in these uncertain, Post Pandemic era of 2020 and beyond conditions with regards to
road conditions and with other drivers being at their most dangerous levels ever seen. I
understand and agree that the owners and instructors are doing their best to defensively drive
during these educational training sessions with our student driver and sign this release of
liability to the owners of GET Behind the Wheel #3408, Richard A. Sargis and Christina A.
Sargis, owners, fully releasing them from any and all unforeseen accidents as they conduct
lessons from pick-ups to dropping offs.

I agree by my signature below and with consideration of the risk of any unforeseen and
unavoidable injury, while participating in GET Behind the Wheel Driving School driving
instructions, I hereby, for myself, my heirs, executors, administrators, assigns or any other
associations, knowingly and voluntarily enter into this waiver and release of liability and hereby
waive any and all rights to take action of any kind whatsoever arising out of the instruction and
the participation of such instruction by any employee of GET Behind the Wheel Driving School
or its owners, do you hereby release these entities located at 8167 Shoreen St. in Hilmar,
California, their affiliates, managers, members, agents, attorneys, heirs, representatives,
processors, accessories, and assigns, for any physical or psychological injuries to illness,
paralysis, death, damages, economical, or emotional loss that may maybe suffered in the
aforementioned items above, including traveling to, and from any location agreed-upon, to the
student driver.

I am voluntarily participating in the aforementioned, above driver’s training activity and enter into
it entirely at my own risk, along with my student family member. I am aware of the risk
associated with current travel and the current road conditions from this date forward by
participating and allowing this driving lesson to occur, which may include, but it’s not limited to
psychological injury, pain, suffering, illness, disfigurement, temporary disability, (including
paralysis), economic, or emotional loss, and/or death. I understand the conditions of the
seriousness of driving amongst other drivers and road conditions that may cause any of the
above. I assume risks, both known or unknown to me, my relative who is participating in the
driving lessons during any agreed upon driving lesson from pick up to safe drop off of the
student.

I agree to indemnify and hold harmless against any and all claims, suits or actions of any kind,
such as damages, compensation or otherwise, while driving on the various roads in and around
Stanislaus and Merced counties, including any attorney fees, if litigation arises pursuant to any
claims made by me or anyone else acting on my behalf. I acknowledge that GET Behind the
Wheel Driving School’s owners, instructors, their directors, officers, volunteers, representatives
and agents are not liable for any acts or failures, while conducting any activity during the driving
lesson itself by my signature below.

____________________________________________
SIGNATURE OF PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN

__________________________________ ________
PRINT FULL NAME CLEARLY DATE


